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a b s t r a c t

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) against cancer has gained attention due to the successful outcome in some
cancers, particularly those on the skin. However, there have been limitations to PDT applications in deep
cancers and, occasionally, PDT treatment resulted in tumor recurrence. A better understanding of the
underlying molecular mechanisms of PDT-induced cytotoxicity and cytoprotection should facilitate the
development of better approaches to inhibit the cytoprotective effects and also augment PDT-mediated
cytotoxicity. PDT treatment results in the induction of iNOS/NO in both the tumor and the micro-
environment. The role of NO in cytotoxicity and cytoprotection was examined. The findings revealed that
NO mediates its effects by interfering with a dysregulated pro-survival/anti-apoptotic NF-κB/Snail/YY1/
RKIP loop which is often expressed in cancer cells. The cytoprotective effect of PDT-induced NO was the
result of low levels of NO that activates the pro-survival/anti-apoptotic NF-κB, Snail, and YY1 and inhibits
the anti-survival/pro-apoptotic and metastasis suppressor RKIP. In contrast, PDT-induced high levels of
NO result in the inhibition of NF-kB, Snail, and YY1 and the induction of RKIP, all of which result in
significant anti-tumor cytotoxicity. The direct role of PDT-induced NO effects was corroborated by the use
of the NO inhibitor, L-NAME, which reversed the PDT-mediated cytotoxic and cytoprotective effects. In
addition, the combination of the NO donor, DETANONOate, and PDT potentiated the PDT-mediated cy-
totoxic effects. These findings revealed a new mechanism of PDT-induced NO effects and suggested the
potential therapeutic application of the combination of NO donors/iNOS inducers and PDT in the
treatment of various cancers. In addition, the study suggested that the combination of PDT with subtoxic
cytotoxic drugs will result in significant synergy since NO has been shown to be a significant chemo-
immunosensitizing agent to apoptosis.
& 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a therapeutic modality for
certain diseases including cancer. PDT consists primarily of a
photosensitizer (PS) and followed by light irradiation of a pre-
determined wavelength [1]. However, oxygen is an essential
mediator of PDT [1,2]. The PDT-generated reactive oxygen species
(ROS) and singlet oxygen (1O2) cause damage to the tumor tissues
and cells by inducing necrosis and apoptosis. Optimally, the se-
lective effect of PDT is through the localization of the photo-
sensitizer in the desired region and the precise delivery of the light
source to the treated areas. The PDT activity has its own limita-
tions, for example, its effect on metastatic cancer lesions.

1.1. The photosensitizer (PS)

Most of the photosensitizers (PSs) used in cancer therapy be-
long to the protoporphyrin family and are based on a tetrapyrrole
structure. An ideal sensitizer must have an absorption peak
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between 600 and 800 nm (red to deep red). High wavelengths
greater than 800 nm produce a limited source of photons since
they are poor in exciting oxygen to its singlet state and, thus, re-
duce reactive oxygen species that are required for cytotoxic effects.
The mechanism of tumor localization of PS has been investigated
revealing the role of the leaky blood vasculature in cancers and the
absence of drainage by the lymphatic system leading to retention
[3]. Also, some PSs bind to low density lipoproteins and bind
cancers overexpressing LDL receptors and, thus, are more directed
on tumors [4]. Other reports also demonstrated the use of PSs
covalently linked to binding agents directed at cancer bearing re-
ceptors on the tumor cell surface [5]. Such coupling agents include
antibody molecules, antibody fragments, peptides, proteins, EGF,
etc.

1.2. Light sources for radiation

Red and infrared radiation penetrate into tissues more deep
and only in the range of 600 to 800 nm to generate singlet oxygen
for toxicity [6]. The choice of light source is dependent on the PS
used and is based on the PS absorption, the disease and its size.
The fluence rate affects significantly the PDT response [7]. Both
lasers and incandescent light sources have been used for PDT and
result in similar effects [8]. More detailed analyses of light sources
have been reviewed elsewhere [9–14].

1.3. Photochemistry

The light exposure on the PS undergoes a shift from the ground
(singlet) state to an excited singlet state. The latter undergoes
crossing to an excited triplet state and this can result in the for-
mation of radicals (ROS) (Type I reactions) or transfer the energy
to molecular singlet oxygen (3O2) to form singlet oxygen (1O2)
(Type II reactions). Singlet oxygen is the predominant cytotoxic
molecule in PDT [9].

2. Dual cytotoxic and cytoprotective roles of PDT

2.1. PDT-mediated cytotoxicity

Various PSs target different organelles and subcellular com-
partments and mediate cytotoxic effects, which will vary based on
the targeting – and the sensitivity of the tumor cells to cytotoxic
damage [13,15]. Three major types of cell death by PDT have been
reported, namely, (1) apoptosis, (2) necrosis and (3) autophagy.
Apoptosis is the major cell death mechanism induced by PDT
[9,14].

2.2. PDT-mediated cytoprotection

Many cancer cells are not sensitive to PDT-mediated cytotoxi-
city. Tumor cells develop various mechanisms to protect them
from cell death-induced by PDT and many other cytotoxic agents.
For instance, certain cancer cells have high levels of antioxidants
[16]. Others have overexpression of detoxifying enzymes for ROS
[17] and may have protective genes induced by PDT and/or over-
express several anti-apoptotic gene products [18–20]. A more de-
tailed analysis on the mechanisms discussed above would be re-
ported below.

3. Clinical applications of PDT in a variety of human cancers

Historically, Dougherty et al. [21] reported the first clinical
study of the application of PDT in patients with a variety of

malignant diseases. They treated the patients with PDT with a
hematoporphyrine-derivative (HBD). They achieved complete and
partial responses in 111 out of 113 treated cancer patients. These
initial successful findings of the application of PDT in cancer was
followed by hundreds of clinical trials [9,22,23]. PDT was most
effective on the surface of lesions due to the limited penetration of
the light source deep into the tissues; the range of tumor de-
struction did not overall exceed one centimeter. Briefly, a few
examples of the therapeutic applications of PDT in various cancers
are presented.

Còrdoba et al. [24] and Nestor et al. [25] reviewed the response
of PDT treatment in premalignant and malignant skin tumors.
Noteworthy, PDT was approved in the USA, Canada and Europe for
its use in actinic keratosis and also in the European Union and
Canada for basal cell carcinoma (BCC). In actinic keratosis, rando-
mized controlled trials reported complete response rates (82–
100%) for PDT with aminolevulinic acid (ALA-PDT) or methylami-
nolevulinate (MAL-PDT) as compared to 67 to 100% for cryother-
apy and 74–94% for the application of 5-FU cream at 12 and 24
months [26,27]. In BCC, PDT was superior to cryosurgery or sur-
gery for a selected subset of patients. Also, PDT actinic is a superior
cosmetic outcome compared to surgery [28,29]. The use of MAL-
PDT was found to be a safe and effective treatment for BCC in
patients with Gorlin's syndrome and its efficacy is correlated to
the thickness of the region [30]. PDT was also found to have
chemo-preventive activity in patients with the Gorlin's syndrome
[31].

PDT has been employed in the treatment of head and neck
cancer, successfully [32]. Of interest, the study evaluated PDT
treatment of patients with advanced diseases and not responding
to tumor treatments. They applied Foscan-mediated PDT in 128
patients with a single session of PDT. There was a remarkable re-
sponse in tumor destruction and complete local tumor clearance
[33]. These findings suggest that PDT may be an alternative
treatment for patients with early head and neck tumors.

Tumors of the digestive system have been grouped into PDT of
the esophagus [34] and tumors beyond the esophagus. The U.S.
FDA approved photofrin-mediated PDT for patients with Barret's
esophagus and high grade dysplasia who did not undergo surgery
[34]. PDT has been applied to other GI digestival tumors under the
stomach [35,36], cholangiocarcinoma (CG) [37], with a therapeutic
response on unresectable pancreatic cancers [38], and on colon or
rectal cancers [39,40].

Intraperitoneal (ovarian, gastrointestinal, sarcoma) have been
treated with PDT [41]. There was a suggestion that the median
survivals of two years for ovarian cancer and one year for gastro-
intestinal cancer have been beneficial by PDT compared to
controls.

Several reports have shown that the results of PDT treatment of
prostate cancer. These studies established the potential use of PDT
in prostate cancer and toxicity was considered as a determining
factor [42–44].

Superficial bladder cancer is a good target for PDT. Long-term
desirable responses of 20–60 of patients who were treated and
many of those patients had recurrent disease following BCG
treatment [45,46]. While PDT treatment for bladder cancer has
been approved in the EU and Canada, it is not yet approved by the
U.S. FDA.

In non-small cell lung cancer, the results of PDT treatment are
encouraging [47,48]. In patients with malignant pleural mesothe-
lioma, a randomized phase III study compared PDT with surgery
and the findings demonstrated the benefit of PDT over surgery
[49].

Promising clinical findings of PDT in brain tumors were re-
ported [50,51]. However, more phase III clinical trials are needed
to place PDT as superior to other therapeutics in certain cancers.
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